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of the races that inhabit it—so dazzling and so unstable and so
rotten. One race alone of the many who people these vast
regions has pulled itself together and created a Kingdom that
is serious and admirable—the Siamese. The rest, the Burmese
and the Cambodians and the Annamites, and the many others
of whom few or no traces remain, have reaped the reward
of despotism and fallen into the hands of foreign Powers,
to have forced upon them the law and order they were unable
themselves to maintain. Even this comparatively modern Palace
of Mandalay witnessed incredible barbarities culminating in
1880 in the massacre in its precincts of almost every member of
the Royal Family at the direct command of the King. The end
of Burmese despotism was a matter for congratulation. The
Court and the Government had sunk to a state of insupportable
barbarism and the only remedy was suppression, dispersion and
punishment. Burma has made great strides since those days and
it is the hope of all who appreciate the country and its people to
see the advent of a period of happiness and lasting prosperity
under a Constitution that will restore to the Burmese a well-
earned measure of self-government.
There are many pleasant excursions to be made in Mandalay—
to the great Pagodas and the half-ruined Monasteries with their
intricate wood carvings. There are travellers who are deterred
from visiting these sacred places of great merit because the
removal of shoes is required at the entrance. I need only state
that it is with pleasure that I remove my footgear when I enter
precincts where everyone else is barefooted. I can see no loss of
prestige either for the country I come from or for myself, in
showing this respect to the sanctuaries that are so revered and so
holy to the people of the country I am visiting.
The most frequented of these fanes of Mandalay is the Arakan
Pagoda. It stands upon a natural mound that has been shaped
to suit its purpose. The precincts are reached by long gentle
sloping approaches lined with little shops where Burmese women
sell souvenirs of the pilgrimage and of the shrine, and flowers
to lay before the sacred images together with a host of little
objects that appeal, ornaments for the hair and dress and toys.
On reaching the raised platform on which the great pagoda
stands, the traveller finds himself faced by a wide square arcaded
building, the roof supported on red and gold columns. On to
these shaded arcades the shrine opens, and under the great mass
of masonry, seven storeys in height, the famous image of the

